
Monastery Shoot 

  
 

This shoot focuses on the following four techniques: 

 Rear sync flash portraits at sunset 
 Golden hour photography 
 Long exposure photography 
 Night painting 

In the end, you need to have a variety of images that demonstrate your ability to use these techniques 
in advanced ways. 
 
Here is a little more detail about each technique: 

 Rear sync flash portraits at sunset 
o This portrait allows you to capture both the colours in the sunset through a longer 

exposure as well as the defined details of your subject’s face. The rear sync flash fires at 
the end of the exposure.  

 Golden hour photography 
o Golden hour is the hour before sunset or sunrise, and it’s light is beautiful, soft, but 

moves quickly. If you are manually metering you will need to pay close attention to the 
shifts in light. One caution is that the light your eye sees is much brighter than what the 
camera can capture, so be aware that what you capture in camera is muh darker than 
what your eye sees. i.e.: don’t wait too long to capture that sunset or it will be too late. 
Remember exposure compensation to brighten or darken your exposure.  

 Long exposure photography 
o Long exposure photography is very fun, and it takes many attempts to get it right. You 

will need a tripod for these exposures and to use a cable release (which we don’t have) 
or the self-timer (best choice today) or bulb mode. In dark light the lens cannot attain 
auto focus, so you will need to manual focus by trial and error, or by focusing to infinity 
(I’ll show you). 

 Night painting 
o Night painting involves teams of helpers. Each of you will need to imagine your image, 

set up your camera, direct your lighting helpers, and check the shot. When you get it 
right, trade places.  

 
Testing for all of these shots: 

 Mega zoom on the image to confirm focus is correct and in the correct place 
 Consider the quality, colour, and value of light 

o i.e.: if you want warm tones, don’t use led light, or change your WB to counter this 
effect; if you want cool tones use LED and WB to gain green cast 

o  
 

http://www.google.ca/imgres?q=st+norbert+monastery&um=1&safe=active&sa=N&biw=960&bih=521&hl=en&tbm=isch&tbnid=l5WFdHdT3ZW5JM:&imgrefurl=http://www.winnipeglovehate.com/2012/10/trappist-monastery.html&docid=jzJYkV_6xtFPiM&imgurl=http://farm9.staticflickr.com/8448/7897220524_a7473b81da.jpg&w=500&h=333&ei=p3GKUaeCEKzsiQKgk4DwCg&zoom=1&ved=1t:3588,r:15,s:0,i:127&iact=rc&dur=476&page=2&tbnh=177&tbnw=271&start=8&ndsp=12&tx=134&ty=71

